Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. a
2. about
3. all
4. an
5. and

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. gain
2. glass
______________________________
3. last
4. athletic
5. pain
______________________________
6. safe
7. sale
8. steak

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. are
2. as
3. at
4. be
5. been

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. cheap
2. dream
______________________________
3. restaurant
4. sweet
5. speak
______________________________
6. least
7. reach
8. speed

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. but
2. by
3. can
4. could
5. do

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. advice
2. crime
______________________________
3. mix
4. blind
5. brick
______________________________
6. build
7. recognize
8. mind

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. each
2. first
3. for
4. four
5. from

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. odd
2. coast
______________________________
3. know
4. continent
5. most
______________________________
6. chose
7. motion
8. snow

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. to
2. too
3. two
4. there
5. their
6. they’re

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. deer
2. dear
______________________________
3. meet
4. meat
5. peek
______________________________
6. peak
7. wait
8. weight

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. had
2. has
3. have
4. he
5. her

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. attitude
2. lunch
______________________________
3. suit
4. done
5. due
______________________________
6. juice
7. tube
8. tissue

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. him
2. his
3. how
4. I
5. if

Spelling Pattern Words
1. move
2. school
3. soup
4. group
5. shook
6. spoon
7. wood
8. smooth

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. in
2. into
3. is
4. like
5. make

Spelling Pattern Words
1. false
2. always
3. proud
4. shout
5. bounce
6. cause
7. clown
8. walk

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. many
2. more
3. no
4. not
5. of

Spelling Pattern Words
1. air
2. heart
3. scare
4. large
5. weird
6. beard
7. dairy
8. year

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. on
2. one
3. or
4. other
5. out

Spelling Pattern Words
1. board
2. search
3. chore
4. storm
5. world
6. foreign
7. third
8. cure

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. said
2. see
3. she
4. so
5. some

Spelling Pattern Words
1. afternoon
2. everywhere
3. birthday
4. forever
5. make-believe
6. sometimes
7. already
8. motorcycle

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. than
2. that
3. the
4. their
5. them

Spelling Pattern Words
1. chapter
2. sugar
3. daughter
4. summer
5. doctor
6. neighbor
7. center
8. weather

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. then
2. this
3. time
4. up
5. was

Spelling Pattern Words
1. cattle
2. able
3. total
4. purple
5. decimal
6. special
7. cancel
8. uncle

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. we
2. were
3. where
4. when
5. which

Spelling Pattern Words
1. breathing
2. striped
3. fainted
4. fixing
5. flipped
6. wasting
7. hiking
8. wrapped

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. within
2. will
3. with
4. would
5. what

Spelling Pattern Words
1. ready
2. beauty
3. sorry
4. pretty
5. turkey
6. imaginary
7. friendly
8. lazy

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

No Excuses Words
1. yes
2. yet
3. you
4. your
5. you’re

Spelling Pattern Words
1. ache
2. junk
3. public
4. stomach
5. mistake
6. blank
7. picnic
8. week

Due Date __________________

Challenge Words
______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. able
2. anything
3. begin
4. build
5. built

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. average
2. edge
______________________________
3. cabbage
4. strange
5. cage
______________________________
6. damage
7. judge
8. page

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. already
2. although
3. area
4. beautiful
5. box

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. distrust
2. redo
______________________________
3. reread
4. dislike
5. rewrite
______________________________
6. unload
7. untidy
8. unlucky

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. can’t
2. cannot
3. carry
4. certain
5. care

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. allow
2. disturb
______________________________
3. narrate
4. attend
5. perfect
______________________________
6. common
7. lesson
8. perform

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. easy
2. either
3. else
4. everyone
5. everything

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. challenge
2. happen
______________________________
3. borrow
4. pillow
5. follow
______________________________
6. danger
7. forget
8. sudden

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. feel
2. field
3. fine
4. finally
5. floor

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. easier
2. happiest
______________________________
3. stories
4. studied
5. families
______________________________
6. prettiest
7. funnier
8. hurried

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. friend
2. gone
3. held
4. hold
5. hour

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. paper
2. season
______________________________
3. moment
4. pilot
5. chosen
______________________________
6. music
7. human
8. knew

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. main
2. map
3. notice
4. outside
5. past

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. busy
2. limit
______________________________
3. talent
4. magic
5. cousin
______________________________
6. modern
7. vivid
8. jealous

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. piece
2. question
3. quite
4. quiet
5. rain

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. careless
2. fearful
______________________________
3. powerful
4. hopeful
5. hopeless
______________________________
6. useful
7. careful
8. useless

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. ready
2. road
3. shown
4. size
5. someone

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. package
2. machine
______________________________
3. pocket
4. teacher
5. method
______________________________
6. nothing
7. rocket
8. whether

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. special
2. strong
3. suddenly
4. summer
5. system

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. before
2. clever
______________________________
3. figure
4. giraffe
5. parent
______________________________
6. rival
7. marine
8. siren

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. talk
2. tall
3. themselves
4. tiny
5. town

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. capture
2. divide
______________________________
3. office
4. alone
5. parade
______________________________
6. amaze
7. minute
8. nature

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. understood
2. voice
3. warm
4. watch
5. winter

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. however
2. animal
______________________________
3. grandfather
4. grandmother
5. important
______________________________
6. victory
7. banana
8. yesterday

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

Name _________________________

High Frequency Words
1. weather
2. whether
3. within
4. wide
5. wild

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
Challenge Words
1. answer
2. listen
______________________________
3. thumb
4. handsome
5. wrestle
______________________________
6. knife
7. wrinkle
8. wrong

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Rainbow Words

Pyramid

Flash Cards

Use the ROYGBIV
color pattern to spell
your words. Write
each letter in a
different color.

Make letter
pyramids with your
words.

Make a flash card for
each word. On one
side of the card spell
the word. On the other
side of the card
illustrate the word.

Vowels and
Consonants

Practice Test

Round and Round

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Write your words around
the outside of
your paper.
Continue until
you get to the
middle.

Across and Down

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Write your words
across the page and
then down
the page.

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in
cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

Write each word one
time. Circle vowels
in red and
consonants in blue.

Name _________________________

Due Date __________________

Spelling Pattern Words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

guide
rhyme
guarantee
magazine
wealth

Challenge Words

6. guess
7. woman
8. women
9. guest
10. receive

______________________________
______________________________

Directions: Pick 3 activities that make a tic-tac-toe to complete using your weekly spelling words.
Complete each activity on a separate sheet of paper and attach to this list.
All spelling activities are due on Friday.

Wordle

A to Z

Practice Test

Use www.wordle.net to
type all your words and
create a word cloud.

List all your words in
alphabetical order.

Have a parent give you
a practice test. Write
any missed words 3
times each. Parent
signature required.

Letter Count

Red Vowels

Ransom Note

Organize your words in
lists by the number of
letters in each word.

Write all your words
in a list and then
circle all the vowels
in red.

Cut out letters from
magazines or
newspapers and
glue to spell your
words.

Puzzles

Sentences

Fancy Cursive

Use

Write a sentence
with each of your
words. Underline
each spelling word
in your sentences.

Write your words 2
times each in cursive or type your
words 2 times each
in a fancy font.

www.puzzlemaker.com

to create a word
search or crossword
using your words.

